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Augusta might owe its existence to the Savannah River — 
without it, James Oglethorpe would never have established 
a trading post below its shoals in 1736, nor would the canal 

that allowed Augusta to emerge as an industrial powerhouse a 
hundred years later ever have been constructed — but that doesn’t 
mean the relationship has always been a smooth one. 

The untamed river had the destructive habit of overflowing its 
banks and flooding the city — a habit that eventually required the 
construction of a protective levee in the 1910s.

While the levee more or less kept the floodwaters at bay, it 
effectively eliminated the city’s most scenic natural resource. Out of 
sight, the Savannah River was out of mind for most Augustans.

It wasn’t until the 1980s, after a changing economy left the 
downtown area virtually abandoned, that city leaders began 
thinking about ways to bridge the levee and incorporate the river 
into city planning.

Unable to proceed without an Act of Congress, the levee was 
eventually breached to allow the creation of the Augusta Riverwalk, 
a city park that stretches between 6th Street and 10th Street. 
Currently, it includes two levels of bricked walkways, the 8th Street 
Plaza and Bulkhead, the 1,800-seat Jessye Norman Amphitheatre, a 
Japanese Garden, several sitting areas and the Heroes Overlook and 
Memorial Park. 

In December 2017, the Georgia Technology Authority announced 
that it would oversee an extension of the Riverwalk to the 13th 
Street Bridge, basically connecting it to the state’s digital campus, 
which is growing adjacent to the university’s Riverfront Campus. 
With Augusta University occupying space there, at the Augusta 
Riverfront Center and at Augusta University on Broad, formerly the 
Wells Fargo Building, the Riverwalk serves as a scenic connector for 
the university’s growing downtown presence. 

While markers in the bulkhead walls provide ominous reminders 
of just how high the river can rise, the construction of the Clarks 
Hill Dam in 1954 all but eliminated the need for such dramatic 
flood control. However, the levee remains and the Riverwalk 
continues to be one of Augusta’s signature attractions.

PROTECTIVE 
BEAUTY

Welcome Home

PHOTO GALLERY Visit magazines.augusta.edu to see 
more views of the Augusta Riverwalk.
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[ IN PLACE ]

The 8th Street Plaza and bulkhead at Augusta Riverwalk

Photo by Phil Jones
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[ ON THE CALENDAR ]

27-29APRIL

ALUMNI WEEKEND 
Reunite with former classmates during 
several days of parties, lectures, tours, 
speeches, dinners and golf. Learn more 
at augusta.edu/alumniweekend.
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11MAY SPRING COMMENCEMENT
Augusta University officially 
honors the academic achievements 
of the Class of 2018 during the 
commencement ceremony at the 
James Brown Arena. Visit augusta.
edu/graduation.
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LEMONADE BRIGADE
The AU Alumni Association 
will sponsor the Lemonade 
Brigade during fall semester’s 
Week of Welcome. Students can 
stop by tables around campus 
for directions, student services 
information and a cold drink of 
lemonade from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. 

16AUGUST
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JOANNE 
SEXTON

How have we been able to adapt so 
quickly to the area’s cyber growth?

We started developing our 
cybersecurity curriculum several 
years ago, so some of the things that 
take more time to establish we really 
started working on earlier. That’s one 
of the reasons why we could move as 
rapidly as we could.

In a field where so much is learned on 
the job, what is the value of a college 
education? 

Here’s the thing about cybersecurity: 
You have to be open-minded, fluid 
and a great problem solver because 
you’re going to be looking at stuff 
you haven’t seen before. I don’t know 
where you get that type of education 
except at a university. 

1

2 3

MORE Qs Visit magazines.augusta.edu for more questions and answers.

IN ADDITION to her work in 
cybersecurity, Joanne Sexton has taught 
several computer science and IT courses 
during her 18 years at Augusta University. 
She is the founding dean of the new School 
of Computer and Cyber Sciences and was 
instrumental in the creation of the Cyber 
Institute, both of which will be located at 
the Hull McKnight Georgia Cyber Center, 
a state-owned center focused on enhancing 
cybersecurity growth by bringing the 
public and private sectors together.

Joanne Sexton

[ 3 Qs ]

How will students benefit from the Hull McKnight Georgia Cyber Center?

When you can have your students participate in real-world activities plus what 
you’re doing in the classroom, the lights just go on. If I were a student, why 
wouldn’t I come here? 

?
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[ DISPATCH FROM ]

ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA
A LOT OF MILITARY SPOUSES find 
themselves living in the Washington, D.C., 
area, but not all of them get there by way 
of Bangladesh. 

Following her husband, the assistant 
Army attaché at the U.S. Embassy in Dhaka, 
Bangladesh, Aubrey Dowd (BS ’12) planned 
on putting her early childhood education 
degree to work at the American International 
School. When that didn’t work out, she found 
another way to use her teaching degree — as 
a community liaison office coordinator at the 
embassy.

“I loved it,” she says. “I got to help new 
families transition to post, advise on school 
issues and help family members with 
personal or maybe mental health issues they 
were experiencing because of the culture 
shock of being in another country. I got to 
be the one person in the community to help 
everybody and make sure they had what they 
needed, and that was very fulfilling to me.”

The role became even more challenging 
after a terrorist attack halfway through the 

two-year tour killed 22 people at a café near 
the embassy.

In June 2017, Dowd was presented with 
the M. Juanita Guess Award for Exemplary 
Performance by a Community Liaison 
Office Coordinator, given out at a special 
reception at the Department of State in 
Washington, D.C.

“I was fortunate to be able to go to the 
ceremony and meet all these awesome people 
who have done awesome things at their 
posts,” she says.

Now living in Alexandria, Virginia, Dowd 
hopes to pursue a master’s degree in social 
work so she can further help military families 
handle the demands of transitions and 
deployments. In the meantime, she’s loving 
Alexandria, especially the Old Town section.

“Old Town Alexandria is just phenomenal,” 
she says. “It’s historical and there are all these 
little shops and boutiques. It’s a really nice 
area to walk, and the Washington area as a 
whole has so many cultural opportunities. 
There’s always something going on.”

Read more about Dowd’s 

experiences in Bangladesh 

at magazines.augusta.edu, 

the redesigned digital  

home of Augusta 

University’s magazines. 

There, you’ll find new 

presentations of the stories 

you see here as well as  

site-exclusive stories,  

videos and photo galleries.

MORE ONLINE

Old Town Alexandria
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CENTER 
CELEBRATES 
SIMULATION WEEK

READ MORE AT

JAGWIRE.AUGUSTA.EDU

[ FROM THE WIRE ]

MAJOR NATURAL DISASTERS. Mass 
casualty events. Multiple victims.

These are high-stress situations for any 
health care professional — situations that 
have been difficult to prepare for.

The advance of simulation technology, 
however, has enabled health 

providers and students to train 
for high-stress scenarios before 

they occur. Simulation centers 
like Augusta University’s 
Interdisciplinary Simulation 
Center have been at the 
heart of this kind of training.

“The Interdisciplinary 
Simulation Center is 

important for students 
because it provides a true-to-life 

environment for them to learn and 
refine their patient care skills,” said Justin 
Owen, director of the center. “This is a safe 
place for our future health care providers 
to apply what they know in a clinical 
setting and to then receive expert feedback 
on their performance.”

To celebrate this resource and the 
professionals and students who use it, 
the Interdisciplinary Simulation Center 
participated in the first Healthcare 
Simulation Week, a worldwide event 
sponsored by the Society for Simulation in 
Healthcare.

During this week, the 40,000-square-
foot Interdisciplinary Simulation Center 
hosted a series of events, including tours 
and simulation demonstrations. The goal 
was to show how students from different 
disciplines can work together and learn 
through realistic simulations of clinical 
situations.

The Interdisciplinary Simulation 
Center is a space for Medical College 
of Georgia, College of Nursing, Dental 
College of Georgia, and College of Allied 
Health Sciences faculty and staff to create 
simulations of realistic scenarios to train 
their students. Features of the center 
include a 150-seat classroom, 8 debriefing 
rooms, 10 simulation rooms and 30 clinical 
skill exam rooms.

AS THE CITY OF AUGUSTA welcomed 
Florida evacuees affected by Hurricane Irma, 
the Augusta University community jumped 
in to help without hesitation. About 400 
students, faculty and staff signed up through 
the Office of Volunteer Services to serve 
those in need.

“Above and Beyond! That’s the phrase 
that comes to mind when describing the 
overwhelmingly positive response that our 
AU family of students, faculty and staff has 
had to our call for volunteers in the relief 
effort for Hurricane Irma evacuees,” said 
Tina Baggott, associate vice president for 
volunteer services and engagement. “The 
spirit of generosity and service that has been 
an ongoing theme over the last week has 
made me even more proud to be a member 
of Jaguar Nation.”

Augusta University volunteers cared for 
more than 2,000 evacuees at seven shelters 
in the Augusta area.

Activities in which volunteers participated 
included tending to evacuees’ medical needs, 

training other volunteers on how to serve in 
a shelter environment, and doing physical 
work like loading and unloading shelter 
supplies.

All colleges as well as the Augusta 
University Medical Center had volunteers 
helping in shelters.

“I am fortunate to have seen and shared so 
many amazing stories of caring and giving 
during this experience,” Baggott said. “Our 
team ensured that the people in the 
shelters who were going through 
one of the toughest times in 
their lives received the highest 
level of care at the time 
when they needed it the 
most. The positive impact 
of the compassionate service 
from our Augusta University 
family will resonate in our 
community, our city and in the 
lives of our neighbors across the 
state of Georgia for many years  
to come.”

HELPING THROUGH IRMA 

A COLLABORATION between the Medical 
College of Georgia and College of Education 
is enhancing the understanding and treatment 
of brain maladies.

Leveraging the College of Education’s 
expertise in 3-D printing, the medical college 
is using copies of things like aneurysms to 
better help students and patients have a 
clearer sense of neurological conditions.

“One of the most straightforward ways 
[3-D printing helps] is to help physicians 
understand the anatomy a little bit better in 
complex patients, so that they can actually 
perform safer surgeries or even just educate 
the patients to a greater extent,” said Dr. 
Cargill Alleyne, the chair of the Department  
of Neurosurgery.

The program could eventually lead to 
even more detailed help. The fact that the 
collaboration was simple made it all the  
more enticing.

“They were originally looking at trying 
to print scans of an aneurysm, but we had 
issues transferring the scans into a usable 
model,” said Bill Gray, manager of Educational 
Technology. “Then, this summer Dr. Alleyne 

popped by again and asked if we could do 
some more printing, and they had Colby 
Polonsky [medical illustrator with a joint 
appointment in neurology] design the 
ventricles model, emailed that to me and I was 
able to print that off for them.”

While Augusta University does not 
currently offer classes for 3-D printing, Dr. 
Ashley Gess, assistant professor of STEAM 
education, will incorporate 3-D printing in a 
class next semester.

“The students are actually going to be 
designing architectural models that they’re 
going to print,” said Gray. “She’s going to 
have me teach her students about 3-D CAD 
[computer-aided design] for 3-D printing.”

Currently, the biggest drawback to 3-D 
printing is how long the process takes, but  
as technology advances, the possibilities  
are endless.

“In the future — and maybe the not-too-
distant future — you can think of 3-D printing 
as a way of actually treating patients, for 
example producing replacement body parts,” 
said Alleyne. “Right now it’s educational, but 
to some extent it’s starting to be done.”

3-D PRINTING ASSISTS UNDERSTANDING 
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NOW IN HIS 14TH SEASON as head coach 
of the Augusta University men’s basketball 
team, Dip Metress got his 300th career 
win with the Jaguars on Tuesday, Dec. 19, 
in an 86-72 victory over North Georgia in 
Christenberry Fieldhouse.

The win gave him a 300-112 (.728) record 
with the Jags and a 434-205 (.679) overall 
record in his 22nd season as a head coach. 
Metress has never had a losing season 
in Augusta and has reached the NCAA 
Tournament eight times — including hosting 
the NCAA Regional five years in a row and a 

trip to the National Championship game.
A two-time Peach Belt Conference Coach 

of the Year, Metress led five squads to a 
PBC championship and he won the PBC 
Tournament twice.

Metress, a former assistant coach to AU 
Director of Athletics Clint Bryant, returned to 
Augusta following a highly successful, eight-
year stint as head men’s basketball coach at 
Belmont Abbey College in Belmont, N.C. 
During his tenure, Metress guided his alma 
mater to a 134-103 (.565) record, including a 
117-66 (.639) mark over his last six years.

DR. JOHN SUTHERLAND, interim dean of 
the College of Science and Mathematics at 
Augusta University, has been named dean.

Sutherland joined Augusta University 
in 2015 as the college’s associate dean for 
research and graduate studies, after serving 
14 years at East Carolina University as 
professor and chair of the Department of 
Physics. He succeeds Dr. Rickey Hicks, who 
passed away in January 2017.

“Dr. Sutherland is a nationally recognized 
researcher and skilled academic leader. 
His wealth of knowledge and experience 
will help advance not only the vision of the 
college, but the university as a whole,” said 
Dr. Gretchen Caughman, executive vice 
president for Academic Affairs and provost 
for Augusta University. “We are pleased to 
have such a distinguished scholar at the helm 
of this college. Under his leadership, the 
College of Science and Mathematics is well 
positioned to grow and advance.”

Prior to his tenure at ECU, Sutherland 
taught and conducted research at several 
institutions, including Brookhaven National 
Laboratory, the University of California at 
Irvine and the Walter Reed Army Institute of 
Research.

He is an award-winning physicist who has 
focused his research on studies of biological 
molecules using ultraviolet light and the 
effects of ultraviolet and ionizing radiation 
on DNA and biological cells, including cells 
in human skin. He has been recognized for 
inventing IMAGESystem, an electronic 
camera used to measure DNA damage, and 
the Fluorescence Omnilyzer, a light detector 
that records the wavelength, excited-state 
lifetime and polarization of light emitted by a 
fluorescent molecule.

Sutherland attended the Georgia Institute 
of Technology, where he earned his 
bachelor’s, master’s and doctoral degrees 
in physics; his dissertation research was 
performed at the Oak Ridge National 
Laboratory. After serving on active duty in 
the Army Medical Service Corps, he received 
a fellowship from the National Institutes 
of Health for postdoctoral research at the 
University of California, Berkeley.

DIP BECOMES MR. 300 SUTHERLAND 
NAMED  
CSM DEAN 

[ FROM THE WIRE ]

WORKING IN THE SAME SPOT day after 
day, it’s easy to forget just how complex Augusta 
University’s various campuses really are. We 
tend to measure our successes based on the 
number of lives we impact, but in so doing, 
we sometimes lose sight of just how many 
buildings, how many spaces we need to make 
those things happen.

This semester, though, three students from 
the James M. Hull College of Business — Jessie 
Nguyen, Danny Yuk and Whitney Holland — 
got the opportunity to see how the university 
operates behind the scenes. Working with 
the Department of Planning, Design and 
Construction (PDC), they’ve taken on roles 
as assistant facilities employees, integrating 
seamlessly into the crucial work that keeps the 
university growing.

Yuk, interning with the department’s Space 
Data Management (SDM) team, has gone 
on multiple “space walks” — comprehensive 
walkthroughs in which SDM employees record 
accurate data of university and medical center 
building spaces, scrub database lists to audit 
information and look into ways to drive process 
efficiency. He said the work he’s done so far has 
given him a new perspective on just how big the 
university’s Health Sciences campus is.

“Getting to see the design ideas for campus 
spaces — and future spaces — is awesome,” 
he said. “When we complete space walks, it’s 
really interesting to see all the different medical 
center areas. I’ve been through Ophthalmology, 
Radiology, Sterilization, Patient Care and many 
others.”

Nguyen, working with construction project 

manager Joe Gambill, said the experience was 
more than she could have hoped for. So far, 
she’s attended multiple planning meetings. In 
each, she’s been introduced by the title given 
to her by her supervisors: assistant project 
coordinator.

“I’ve really learned a lot from this internship, 
and especially from Joe,” she said. “The first 
thing he taught me was to keep an eye for detail; 
he’s very careful and really pays attention to 
everything he does.”

Gambill said giving interns titles was 
important because it sets an expectation.

“When we take our interns to meetings, 
they’re meant to represent our entire group,” 
he said. “We don’t want to harp on them being 
interns — they’re a part of the team, and we 
treat them as such.”

But the interns aren’t the only ones coming 
away with new knowledge and understanding.

“They help with our workload, but we also 
learn from them,” Gambill said. “They’re so 
good with technology, you know. When I need 
help organizing something on the computer, 
they always come through.”

At any other facility, working for any other 
organization, the opportunity would be once-
in-a-lifetime. The fact that students get to work 
and go to school here, Nguyen said, makes a 
world of difference.

“I feel so blessed to be able to intern with 
PDC this semester,” she said. “Everyone is 
nice and willing to go the extra mile, and I’ve 
learned so much about not only the experience 
of working for PDC, but also what it means to 
really appear professional.”

HANDS-ON MAKES THE DIFFERENCE
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BS/MD students Aslam and Ramsey started 
their program in 2014 and are two of only 18 now 
in their first year of medical school. Yuan entered 
the BS/DMD program three years ago and is now 
in her first year at the Dental College of Georgia. 
All three students plan to practice in Georgia.

> THE DENTAL COLLEGE OF GEORGIA 
was the best place to begin my journey in 
becoming a dentist. I changed my mind about 
attending Johns Hopkins University when I 
learned about Augusta’s BS/DMD program, 
because I knew this was a great academic 
opportunity for anyone wanting to go into 
dentistry. (Yuan)

> THE WORK in the program is tough, 
but worth it. As undergrads, we are held to 
high standards, and I can say the coursework 
groomed me for what to expect in dental 
school. (Yuan)

> THERE IS A LEVEL of professionalism 
needed to succeed in medical school, which is 

why I am grateful for the rigorous classwork, 
MCAT preparation and other clinical 
experience we had as undergrads in this 
program. (Aslam)

> THE COMRADERY of my classmates has 
made this whole experience even better. We 
study hard together, and it feels good to know 
that we are still there for each other during  
this next chapter of our journey. (Aslam)

> THE SUPPORT of my classmates and 
professors encouraged me to succeed  
even when things got tough, and it helped  
me get through some of the grueling 
assignments. (Ramsey)

> TO SUCCEED in this program, you have 
to be dedicated to doing the work and pushing 
yourself to stay focused on your goals. I believe 
that if you put in the work, you give yourself 
a chance to experience the results you want. 
(Ramsey)

If you were around in the 1980s, chances are 
you might remember the popular sitcom Doogie 
Howser, M.D., starring Neil Patrick Harris. The 
show told the story of a teenaged genius juggling 
the normal problems of being a youngster and a 
licensed physician in a residency program. 

Augusta University’s Jessie Yuan, Zach 
Ramsey and Sanah Aslam are not exactly 
teenagers like the fictional Dr. Howser, but these 
high-achieving twentysomethings are already 
first-year medical and dental students, even 
though they will be graduating next spring 
with a bachelor’s degree in Cell and Molecular 
Biology. They are a part of the first cohort of the 
university’s BS/MD and BS/DMD Professional 
Scholars programs, which allows them to earn 
their bachelor of science and medical or dental 
degrees in seven years. 

Students in the program who meet certain 
benchmarks throughout their undergraduate 
coursework will be guaranteed a seat in the 
Medical College of Georgia or the Dental College 
of Georgia without having to go through the usual 
admissions process after the third year of college. 

PROFESSIONAL SCHOLARS

[ ANSWERS ALONG THE WAY ]
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Jessie Yuan, Zach Ramsey and Sanah Aslam
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[ EYE ON CAMPUS ]
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Close-up of the medical illustration mural in the Hamilton Wing
of the Carl T. Sanders Research and Education Building 

 
Photo by Phil Jones | NIKON D800, 14.0 MM LENS, 1/100 SEC@F/4.0, ISO 640 

Continued on next page
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The city of Augusta did some serious soul searching in 2017. 
One of the biggest questions pertained to identity. Artistic 
identity, that is. More specifically, Augusta officials and 

community members wanted to know: If Augusta had to be defined by 
a piece of public art, what would it be?    

Answers varied, as one might expect. Asked then, we might have 
suggested the gorgeous mural sketched and painted by the Medical 
College of Georgia’s Medical Illustration program’s Class of ’79. 
Located in the Hamilton Wing of the Carl T. Sanders Research and 
Education Building — right in the heart of the university’s Health 
Sciences Campus — it contains all the elements that make Augusta one 
of U.S. News & World Report’s 100 best places to live in the country.

Today, we might suggest another work of art.
The university’s Department of Art and Design, housed in 

Katherine Reese Pamplin College of Arts, Humanities, and Social 
Sciences, is making waves in the community. Recently, five of the 
department’s students signed on to create public art installations for 
Hammond’s Ferry.

Scott Thorp, department chair, said the installations were the first 
steps toward getting student art out into the community.

“The public art commissioned for Hammond’s Ferry is just the 
start of a long relationship between that community and Augusta 
University’s Department of Art and Design,” he said. “The designs 
were meant to encourage civic engagement and serve as learning tools 
for sustainability and history.”

Moving forward, Thorp said he hopes to bring even more student 
art to Hammond’s Ferry and, quite possibly, beyond. Community 
partners like Turner Simkins, president of the Hammond’s Ferry 
Foundation, are helping to turn those hopes into reality. 

“Turner Simkins is a great advocate for the arts and we’re lucky to 
have him in this area,” Thorp said. “With his backing, we plan for this 
to be an ongoing collaboration where we contribute new designs on a 
yearly basis.”

The installations will be going up in the coming months, but in the 
meantime, there’s plenty of time left to check out the art on campus. 
After all, like all the best works of public art, the medical illustration 
mural isn’t going anywhere anytime soon.

FOR PUBLIC 
CONSUMPTION

[ EYE ON CAMPUS ]
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ALONE IN THE WOODS
One runner’s fight against doubt, anemia and the desire to quit
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Before she leaves her hotel room, she takes a moment to braid her hair. Two French braids, her 
new “signature look.” For those quick enough to catch a glimpse of her as she breezes by, it’s a brief 
change of scenery from the tree limbs and fallen leaves of each course.

From there it’s on to breakfast. She eats with her teammates two hours before toeing the line. 
Two is the magic number, the one she discovered her freshman year of high school and has sworn 
by ever since. Enough time to digest her food without feeling sluggish or held back.

On the ride to the meet, she listens to music. Classic rock. Van Halen, of “Running with the 
Devil” fame.

“I’m probably one of the only people my age you’ll meet who listens to Van Halen before a run,” 
she joked.

When the bus arrives at the meet, it’s go time. The jackets come off, the warm-ups begin and the 
spikes — runners’ cleats — go on. After a few strides and drills, it’s time for the lineup. No devils 
on the starting line, but there are plenty of demons. Fear. Worry. Doubt. It would be a stretch to say 
she’s conquered them. No runner ever does. Rather, over the years, she’s learned to to keep them at 
bay, to cope and see the race to its finish, win or lose.

“Once you’re on the start line and you’re looking out across the course, your mind’s racing,” Way 
said. “We repeat a phrase, ‘I can do this. I am strong. I am determined.’ You say it to yourself and 
your sisters. It helps.”

The phrases are a show of strength for Way and her fellow runners. A much-needed boost of 
confidence before the gun goes off and she’s alone again in the woods. But confidence didn’t, and 
doesn’t, always come naturally for Way. The path to the present has been a long and winding one. 

It started when she was just 4 years old.  
“My dad would get up on Friday mornings and he’d go for a run before work,” she said. “One 

morning, I woke up with him, and as he was getting ready for his run, I said, ‘I want to go with you, 
Dad.’”

She ran her first 5k at 5 — the Coon Dog Day 5k, in Saluda, North Carolina. Shortly after, she 
and her family were back in Augusta. From there, another four years would pass before she tried 
her hand at a 10k. 

“My parents had signed up for the Phinizy Swamp 10k, and I decided I also wanted to run it,” 
Way said. 

At 9 years old, she was ready. She was also, predictably, quite nervous.
“I was the youngest competitor they had ever seen,” she said. “It was intimidating, but for me, it 

also felt natural being surrounded by runners.”
Though running had become a cornerstone of her life by then, Way said it had never occurred to 

her to make running her sole focus. After moving back to Augusta from Saluda, she played soccer 
for the GA-SC Bulls (formerly the Augusta Patriots) Soccer Club. She played left midfielder, a 
physically demanding position that required her to run back and forth essentially all game. So, to 
keep her in shape during the fall off-season, Way’s mother made a suggestion.

“She said, ‘What do you think about maybe doing cross-country in the fall, just to stay in shape?’” 
Way said. “She thought it would probably make me a better midfielder.”

The result was a training overlap and, maybe, a training overload. 
“I trained all summer,” Way recalled. “I was also playing soccer at the same time, so the first cross-

country meet we had I ran in the morning, drove back to Augusta from Atlanta, played in a soccer 
game, scored three goals, then played in the championship match the following day.”

Two weeks later, while playing at Blanchard Woods, she twisted her knee going in to retrieve 
the ball from another girl. In the process, she pulled one of the tendons in her calf. The next several 
weeks saw her in a boot and crutches. Her sports medicine specialist told her what her coach, 

Story by Nick Garrett

Photos by Phil Jones

Coach Adam West hands out assignments.

ON RACE DAYS, Lara Way has her shoes on before 

the sun comes up. Hundreds of five o’clock starts at the 

Augusta Canal have led her to this moment. Hundreds 

more will follow.

I can do this.
I am strong.

I am determined.
— Lara Way
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Lara Way, center, trains with teammates McKenzie Knudsen and Sinead O’Bryant.
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and her body, already knew: Running in two directions was getting her 
nowhere. Fast.

“My running coach at the time gave me an ultimatum,” Way said. “He 
said, ‘Lara, you are good, and you are fast, but you need to make a choice.’”

Faced with a life-altering decision, Lara chose to follow her passion. 
She followed it all the way through high school and even on to the 
University of Georgia, where her family has attended since the early 
1900s. She had grown up watching Georgia football and listening to her 
parents’ experiences. The chance to go to a big school, for a runner with 
big ambitions, seemed like a perfect fit.

But bigger, Way learned, isn’t always better. 
“I went to school and my freshman year, my recruiting class had 19 

girls in it,” Way said. “That’s almost unheard of. It made it very difficult to 
get any individual attention from a coach.”

On a team with dozens of runners, it’s expected no athlete will get 
the lion’s share of attention. Unfortunately, when it comes to running, 
training isn’t one-size-fits-all. In her freshman year, Way, a competent, 
talented runner, was injuring herself more and more. Her every 
achievement, chased by a setback.

She was a good runner. She knew she was. But her times weren’t 
reflecting it. Worse, she wasn’t faring much better in class. 

“It was also really tough to go to a class with 500 people,” she said. 
“I’m very big on personal connections and knowing your teachers and 
classmates. Those opportunities just weren’t there.”

In a short amount of time, Way had gone from feeling like a runner 
with a purpose to feeling like a small fish in very big pond. She was alone. 
So, with her self-confidence waning, she made another life-changing 
decision. She decided to come home.

“That March, I emailed Coach [Adam] Ward,” Way said. “I didn’t want 
to look around at other schools. I wanted to come home.”

Ward has been Augusta University’s head cross-country and men’s and 
women’s track and field coach for the past 14 years. When Way contacted 
him, he said, they spent nearly an hour on the phone discussing Way’s 
training at UGA.

“I was in Greeneville at the time, visiting a former athlete and just 
kind of checking out the city,” Ward said. “[Way] called, and I sat in the 
passenger side of the car while my wife and kids went in.”

Ward asked about Way’s background with running. What were her 
successes? What were her frustrations? What was she excited about when 
it came to running, and what were her plans for the future?

More importantly, though, Ward asked about the most important 
aspect of competitive running: Drive. 

“My biggest question during the conversation was, was she even still 
interested in running?” Ward said. “Where was her passion? You know, 
some people want to run, and others have a fire — they’ll do whatever 
it takes. Those are the folks you want to find as a coach because they’re 
intrinsically motivated.”

Working with an athlete who’s been injured multiple times can be 
tricky. Helping a runner maintain confidence, especially after she’s 
watched her times get slower and slower, is a hard slog. Over the years, 
Ward has earned something of a reputation for “rehabilitating” runners 
other schools have let down, though. Way was no exception.

“I’m not saying I’m the wizard or anything, but we joke that we get a 
lot of ‘broken’ runners to run pretty well here, if they’re patient with us,” 
Ward said. “Before she came to us, I think Lara was injured more than she 
ran. She’s really been able to turn it around.”

One of the issues Way struggled with, both at UGA and here in 
Augusta, is anemia. It’s a common ailment for runners. Especially for 
women. As athletes exercise, their red blood cells rupture — a process 
called exercise-induced hemolysis. When those red blood cells die 
off, iron levels drop. If properly treated with the right dosage of iron 
medication, it’s a moderate inconvenience. Left ignored, it can be 
crippling.

“I’ve battled with [anemia] for the past four years or so of running,” Way 
said. “This year, Coach Ward and I looked at my training plan and where 
my iron medication was, and we got everything into focus.”

Working together, Way and Ward adapted her training plan to taper as 
the season went on. The hardest workouts came at the beginning of the 
season. As the months wore on, and Way’s iron levels rose, her training 
sessions slowed down, and Way’s performance improved. Dramatically. 

Not long after, she ran the fastest women’s cross-country 5k in 
university history: 17 minutes, 53 seconds. The news came as a surprise. 
In fact, it was such a shock that when Way looked down at her watch and 
realized she was on pace for a personal record at the 2-mile mark, she 
panicked. 

“I looked down and saw I was 11 minutes and 30 seconds into the 
run, and I thought, ‘Oh, no, what have I done,’” she said. “I had this 
moment of panic thinking, if I just got a personal record on the 2, I 
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don’t know if I can keep up the pace.”
Doubt can be a killer in the middle of a race. Those demons from the 

starting line? They don’t scatter when the referee’s gun goes off. They 
run the full race, sprinting alongside runners as a pack, convincing them, 
wordlessly, that the distance is too far, the pace too fast, the cost of victory 
too great. For a lone runner, being pulled under is a real concern.

“Being confident in myself is hard because you’re in the woods, you’re 
alone, you know,” she said. “It isn’t a big soccer field, where you can look 
up into the stands and see the people there to support you.”

In those quiet moments, it’s easy to trip over unpleasantries. Unhappy 
memories, like the roots of tall trees, sometimes spring up from the 
country soil.

A veteran, Way’s father, Peter, had his leg amputated after being injured 
in Afghanistan while rescuing a fellow soldier from a Humvee. After his 
accident, Way worried she’d lost the thing that made her an athlete in the 
first place: The ability to run beside her father.

“I just remember when I got the call that he was going to be in a 
wheelchair for the rest of his life,” Way said. “That was probably the 
hardest thing for me to digest. I wouldn’t go out for practice anymore, 
and I wouldn’t have my dad next to me or see him there, running with 
our dogs on their leashes.”

As devastating as the news was for Way, the thought of losing their 

relationship was crushing for her father.
“I think we both worried about the same things because so much of our 

relationship was built on activity,” he said. “It worried me a great deal.”
Like his daughter, though, Way isn’t one to be held down by physical 

limitations. Today, he’s training to compete for the U.S. in the biathlon 
at the 2018 Paralympics in March. He credits his children with helping 
to keep him focused and positive through the entire training process. 
Likewise, he hopes he can be an inspiration for them.

“I hope that I will always be the example for Lara of what perserverance 
is, and that you can overcome any obstacle in life if you are determined,” 
he said. 

And he is. When the doubt creeps in, and the gently swaying pines 
begin to look more and more like leaning posts to her tired legs, Way said 
she thinks of her father, of the struggle he’s undergone and the success 
he’s found in adversity. 

But he isn’t the only one she thinks of. She imagines her coaches, 
past and present, and the belief they placed in her. She thinks of her 
teammates, her sisters, giving each race their all. She dreams of the finish 
line, of the stopwatch ticking, and the joy not of winning but of doing her 
part for her team and her family. When those thoughts hit, the demons — 
the doubt, the worry, the fear — start to slip. 

And she isn’t alone anymore. 
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By Brennan Meagher

AFTER THE 
APPLAUSE
IN JANUARY 2016, Augusta University was a newly 
rebranded institution looking for ways  to inspire 
students, faculty and staff to rally behind the new 
university. Athletics was one of the answers, and 
six months later, individuals from all over the 
institution turned their attention to the world’s 
biggst sporting stage to cheer on Pardon Ndhlovu 
(MBA ’15) as he chased his Olympic Dreams at the 
2016 Summer Games in Rio.

The following year, Jaguar Nation rallied around 
Keshun Sherrill as he became the Peach Belt 
Conference’s (PBC) All-Time Leading Scorer, 
leading the men’s basketball team to the PBC and 
NCAA tournaments. The men’s golf team also 
won its sixth tournament under head coach Jack 
O’Keefe, and the men’s cross-country team won  
the PBC championship and competed in the  
NCAA championships.

Sports have a power to bring people together 
unlike anything else. Whether you’re having a 
friendly conversation about your team with a 
stranger in the checkout line or you’re at a stadium 
cheering for your team to make the winning goal, 
it’s a special connection. A special kind of unity.

But for our student athletes, the unity is even 
stronger and the lessons live long after the applause.
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Brazilian Marcelo Braga traveled more than 3,000 
miles to attend Augusta University on an athletic 
scholarship for tennis. 

The tennis team’s ranking and the reputation 
of the Hull College of Business were the deciding 
factors in Braga’s decision to commit to Augusta, 
and from the moment he stepped foot on campus, 
he knew that he had made the right decision. 

“Gina Thurman, associate dean of students, and Coach 
Michael McGrath introduced me to the Jaguar family,” Braga 
said. “In the first few weeks after my arrival, they did everything 
they could to make me feel like I was at home at Augusta 
University.” 

Augusta University quickly began to feel like a home-away-
from-home, and Braga’s teammates like family. Many of the 
athletes on the tennis team were Brazilians, and many of the 
Augusta University athletes were also international students. 
This provided Braga with a community of students, most of 
whom were far from home and in a new environment. They 
quickly became part of an even larger family.

“We were a big, international family,” Braga said. “With time, 
we made American friends. These friends would often invite us 
to their homes during Thanksgiving holidays.”

As Braga’s time at Augusta University came to a close, he 
began to consider his options following graduation. He felt 
confident in his future, in part because of the strong foundation 
built at Augusta. So confident, in fact, that he promised 
Dr. Marsha Loda, associate professor of management and 
marketing, 10 percent of the salary from his first job. 

“My experience at Augusta University opened all the doors 
for my career, and without that experience I doubt I would 
have my current job,” he said. “In the sports industry, your 
experience as a student athlete says a lot. Playing four years of 
college tennis and competing at the highest level gave valuable 
experience.”

After graduation, Braga decided to return to Brazil, where 
he applied for a trainee program with General Electric. Braga 
was one of 15,000 candidates for the job, and there were seven 
available positions. After many interviews, in more than three 
different Brazilian states, Braga made it to the final 14 but  
no further. 

Though initially disappointing, it ended up being a blessing  
in disguise.

“Shortly after learning I would not receive an offer from GE, 
I got a phone call from the Brazilian Olympic Committee,” he 
said. “They offered me an interview. I was convinced it was a 
prank call, but in January 2011, I accepted a job offer.”

Braga coordinates the Committee’s High-Performance 
Coaches program. He has brought big-name coaches, such as 

Olympic and World Champion long jumper Dwight Phillips 
and Jeremy Fischer, Team USA vertical jump coach, to Brazil 
for international coaching internships. 

His role changed completely during the Rio Games, however. 
Braga led the family and friends program, designed to provide 
assistance to family and friends of the Brazilian athletes 
competing at the Games.

There were 500 Brazilian athletes competing, and each 
athlete could apply for four family tickets. 

“It was a huge challenge,” Braga said. “Imagine distributing 
2,000 tickets and making sure that each of these people were 
happy and their needs were met. It was 20 days of intense 
work, but it was a great feeling knowing that we were able to 
be a small part of the medals that our athletes won. They were 
able to concentrate on competing, because they knew we were 
taking care of their loved ones.”

For Braga, being part of the National Olympic Committee for 
an Olympic Games in his home country was indescribable. One 
of the perks: he got to sleep in the Olympic village and eat his 
meals with Olympic athletes.

“Imagine that you’re in line to get food and Usain Bolt is 
behind you,” he said. “Or you’re taking the bus to the village 
and you bump into Michael Phelps, Novak Djokovic or Rafael 
Nadal. You have a quick conversation with them, exchange pins. 
It was a huge dream that I was lucky to be a part of.”

Braga calls himself a proud Jaguar, and admits that without 
Augusta University none of his success would be possible.

MARCELO BRAGA (BACHELOR OF BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION IN MARKETING, ’10)
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It’s been more than 10 years since Ernesia Wright 
graduated from Augusta University, but her 
legacy as 12th all-time female scorer remains. 
You can also find her in the record book for 
most steals (ranked fourth) and assists (fifth). For 
Wright, though, her experience at Augusta was 
about more than basketball. 

“College is the foundation that helps young 
adults transform into mature adults,” she said. “I met so many 
people from different experiences and backgrounds, and I 
learned a lot from them. It really shaped me.” 

Wright credits her Augusta University basketball coaches 
with much of her personal success.

“Coach Greg Wilson really taught me how to humble myself,” 
she said. “I was used to being a star and a starting player, but I 
didn’t start on his team, at first. He taught me about myself, and 
really shaped me into the person that I am today.”

During Wright’s freshman year, she found herself struggling 
in school and got behind in her classes. She remembers 
Coach Wilson sitting down with her to have a conversation. 
He explained that if she didn’t improve her grades, she 
wouldn’t return to the university as an athlete the next year. 
This motivated Wright. She was able to improve her grades, 
continued to play basketball and graduated from Augusta in 
four years.

After graduation, Wright played professional basketball in 
Romania. Again, it was an Augusta University coach who helped 
her get the opportunity.

“Tameka Morton, the assistant basketball coach, was hosting 
a basketball combine,” Wright said. “She called me and asked 

me to attend the combine. I didn’t think I was ready. She 
convinced me that I was. I went to the combine, and within 
six months I got an agent and signed to play professional 
basketball overseas. If it wasn’t for her, then I probably never 
would have gone overseas.”

Wright played two seasons in Romania. It was a great 
experience. Wright has many fond memories of her time there, 
including traveling to Bucharest, where she could get a taste of 
home at Kentucky Fried Chicken and Ruby Tuesday.

The experience took some getting used to, though. Wright 
was the first African-American woman in Alexandria, Romania, 
and the first American on her team.

“I was almost like a celebrity,” she said. “Kids would see me 
and ask me for an autograph. They had only seen a person of 
color on the television. For them, it was a shock, but it was also 
a shock for me.”

As central as basketball was to her, her life as a professional 
athlete was relatively short lived, and like even the most 
celebrated professional athletes, she had to figure out what 
came next.

After retiring from basketball, she joined the military. 
Wright is now a captain in the United States Army. And in 
2015, she added a new title to her resume: Owner and CEO of 
the Georgia Soul Basketball team. 

The Georgia Soul was a semiprofessional women’s 
basketball team in the CSRA. In Wright’s first season as owner, 
the team won the regional tournament for their conference. 
The following season, the team won both the regional and 
national tournaments. 

In the midst of this, Wright added yet another title, “mother,” 

ERNESIA WRIGHT (BACHELOR OF ARTS IN CRIMINAL JUSTICE AND SOCIOLOGY, ’04) 

to her resume when she and 
her husband, Rocardo Wright, 
welcomed their first child into the 
world. It was this title that led to 
her decision to dissolve the team 
after the 2017 season.

For Wright, though, the 
goal was always bigger than 
basketball.

“Georgia Soul is about 
sisterhood,” she said. “We did 
community service events. We 
talked to different groups of 
young women. All the women 
on the team have bachelor’s 
degrees, they all played college 
basketball and many played 
professionally. They’re role 
models. It was my vision to make 
it bigger than basketball. I think 
we accomplished that.” 
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LASTING VALUE
Maybe no one is better positioned to see the lasting value of sports than 

Clint Bryant, Augusta University’s athletics director for the last 30 years.
“Augusta University athletics is much bigger than the athletic fields 

or courts we play on,” he said. “I look at athletics kind of like fine arts — 
people become more well rounded if they’re involved in athletics.”

For many former student athletes, including Braga, Wright and 
Appleman, sports provided a springboard for success. During practice 
and in competition, they learned discipline, critical thinking and 
problem-solving skills — all characteristics that transition to the 
professional world.

“I am absolutely sure that my academic background at Augusta 
University gave me all the necessary tools for my success in my 
professional career,” Braga said.

For Rob Appleman, senior vice president 
and business development officer at BB&T 
Retirement and Institutional Services, 
finance is a way to give back to the 
community.

“After watching my dad wait until the 
last minute to start saving for retirement, I 
feel like I’m making a difference by helping 

companies look at their plans and helping people 
become more retirement ready,” he said. 

However, finance wasn’t always part of Appleman’s 
vision for his future.

He came to Augusta University in the 1990s as an 
athlete on the university’s baseball team. Being an 
athlete shaped Appleman’s college experience in ways 
he could never have imagined. 

“Being a part of a team was like having your own 
built-in fraternity,” he said. “There was a great support 
network amongst players from all the different teams. 
I was originally from Orlando, Florida, and being an 
athlete gave me an opportunity to meet people quickly. 
I made some great friends, but also learned to prioritize 
my studies.”

At first, Appleman wasn’t sure what to study. After 
being exposed to different disciplines in the Hull 
College of Business, Appleman realized he was good at 
math and interested in finance. And so that’s what he 
pursued. 

After graduation, Appleman moved to Florida to 
begin his career. 

“Augusta University gave me a good foundation in 
finance,” he said. “In the financial industry, there are 
certification tests you have to take. I was able to pass my 
first test because of the things I had learned through my 
studies.”

His experience as an athlete also helped Appleman to 
be successful.

“When you work in a bank, you’re part of a team,” he 
said. “You have your own goals, but there is also a team 
goal. Being a part of a team helps you fight through the 
good days and the bad days. You might not win the first 
game in a triple header, but you have a few more games 
to go.”

Appleman is proud to be an Augusta alum, 
particularly at such an exciting time for the university. 

“There’s a sense of pride as the university continues 
to improve the facilities and as they begin to lead the 
charge for cybersecurity,” Appleman said. “It’s exciting 
to see. People are now recognizing Augusta University’s 
name, and people in Atlanta are talking about the 
university. It gives you a sense of pride.”

ROB APPLEMAN (BACHELOR OF SCIENCE IN FINANCE, ’99)
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FRESH
START

ONLY HERE 
IF YOU KNEW Craig Albert (’01) back in high school, back when he was a punk kid who’d all but  
given up on a legitimate future, you never would have expected him to be in a stable career at this point 
in his life, much less a tenured professor of political science and the director of Augusta University’s 
new Master of Arts in Intelligence and Security Studies program.

Continued on next page

And yet that’s just where he is — the only place now he really wants to 
be. How he got here, though, was never predictable or pretty. Which is 
only fitting, because people like Albert, the people who really claim their 
space and leave their mark, seldom lead tidy lives. Their progress can’t 
be neatly plotted or easily summarized. It comes, if it comes, in fits and 
lurches, false starts and leaps of faith. It’s why we’re drawn to them, after 
all. They’re curious, they’re charismatic and they’re absolutely spinning 
with contradictions.

And yet, while you never could have predicted this is where he’d end 
up, when you hear his story, it’s hard to imagine he could have ended up 
anywhere else. As messy as it is, there’s a touch of inevitable about it.

HARD BEGININGS
The child of a single mother growing up in Hephzibah, Georgia, 

Albert was a lost soul pretty much from the beginning. An indifferent 
student who struggled without his father, a career soldier who was 
seldom in the picture, he was the kind of class clown headed swiftly 
down the wrong path.

“I got a little too much into the bad side of being a kid” is how he puts it, 
and the fact that he doesn’t elaborate, you assume, speaks volumes about 
just how far into the bad side of being a kid he really was.

By his junior year, things were coming to a head. By then he’d had 
some close calls in some fights and a couple of his friends had gotten into 
serious trouble with the law.

In spite of this downward trajectory, not everyone was willing to write 
him off, however. Not just yet, anyway. Someone at the high school 
suggested him for the AP program, and there, for the first time in his 
life, he actually read a book. Really read a book. First one, then another. 
Then another. Fahrenheit 451. Brave New World. A lesser-known dystopian 
classic called Fatherland.

“When I read 1984, it just blew me away,” he says. “I’d never experienced 
the feeling that I was in a book before.”

At the time, though, all this stuff was behind the Literature Door, a 
door he wasn’t much interested in going through. But the thing about 
doors — they don’t have to lead to just one place. While the books may 
have been considered literature, what was inside them — what they were 
about — had to do with politics and political theory, and for Albert, that 
was something that did interest him. So, tentatively, he went through.

“There is nothing in life that doesn’t tie back to politics,” he says now. 

Politics excites him that much. “I tell students entering my 1101 class that 
politics is the map of the soul.”

He also tells these freshmen — most of them right out of high school  
— that the purpose of the class is to teach them the meaning of life, and 
though they’re skeptical and many want to drop the class right then and 
there, he begs them to give him a month because he still can remember 
being them, still remember the uncertainty and confusion of freshman 
year. Because even though he went through that door and got his first 
taste of being inside the arena of Great Thoughts, it wasn’t exactly 
groundbreaking. It was the first of many course corrections — and the 
dim awareness of an interest he never suspected — but it would take 
more than that to get him where he is today. 

So much more.

FRESH START
Limping out of high school, barely qualifying for HOPE, he ended up 

at Augusta State University in 1997. Like many of his 1101 students, he 
ended up here because it was close, convenient and because it seemed like 
something he should do. And sitting there in class, an uncertain freshman 
overwhelmed with new choices and endless horizons, he met the 
professor he now tries to be. After meeting Dr. Ray Whiting, his political 
science professor, he fell in love with it all. With learning, with belonging, 
with everything.

Here, we’re not talking course correction. Here, we’re talking life 
changing in the fullest sense.

“He showed me what education can be and what college can be,” 
Albert says. “And from there, I bonded with the institution. I bonded 
with the faculty.”

But most significantly, he bonded with Whiting.
“He saw that he was touching me,” Albert says. “And I think he realized 

I had some potential I didn’t know about, that I was somebody who could 
have a future.”

It wasn’t just lip service or a pep talk, though. Whiting embraced the 
role with all the heavy lifting that went along with it.

“I think he knew that he was becoming a father-like figure to me, but 
he took it on the way one ought to — with discipline,” Albert says. “He 
was very strict.”

And while that discipline was something Albert secretly craved, it 
wasn’t always well received. 

“I used to refer to Craig jokingly as the son I wish I’d never had,” 
Whiting says. 

By Eric Johnson
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It’s a joke often repeated by Albert himself — “I’m the son 
he never wanted” — but whether wanted or not, he was the 
son Whiting got. Almost immediately, Whiting identified him 
as someone with a potential for leadership, and as such, he 
challenged him with things worthy of someone with a future.

“Apathy is the antithesis of leadership,” Whiting says, and in 
Albert he found a student with no sense of apathy and someone 
who was empathetic as well.

While all this seems tailor-made for a happy ending, or at the 
very least the feel-good sigh of a chapter coming to a close, it’s 
not. Not by a longshot.

UNCERTAIN PATH
Despite graduating with a 3.8, Albert didn’t have a grad 

school to go to, and without a grad school, his goal — at this 
point, his goal was making it into the CIA — was as good as 
dead. Worse, he had no one to blame but himself. Being cocky, 
he applied only to one school, and that school — George 
Mason University — didn’t take him. Didn’t even wait-list him. 
Which left his dreams dead in the water. 

No grad school, no CIA.
Confused and bitter, he did what was familiar — he fell back 

in with the wrong crowd and resumed getting into trouble. 
Whiting had fixed a lot, Albert says, but not everything.

“I was probably the most anxious I’ve ever been in my life,” 
he says.

Eventually, he got into the University of Connecticut — 
provisionally — and although he excelled there, even being 
named Professor of the Year as a grad student, he couldn’t shed 
his destructive tendencies. In the end, he lived a kind of double 
life. He was writing papers and presenting them at conferences 
— being professional when required — but at night it was a 
very different story.

Then, one day, a burst of insight: for all his learning about 
virtue and for all his study about what it meant to live a good 
life, he wasn’t practicing any of it. Socrates, he says, would 
have been disappointed in him.

Lost, he confided in a friend, who invited him to Catholic 
Mass. It was something his friend — his best friend — had been 
doing for a year without telling him.

It’s here, Albert hit rock bottom. What kind of person must  
I be, he thought, if my best friend didn’t feel he could tell me about 
something as important as that?

The decision to join his friend at Mass was another of 
those life-changing events. Catholicism gave him grounding 
at a time when he desperately needed it. This was after his 
master’s, when despite the fact he was following through to 
his PhD, it was clear he wasn’t going into the CIA. Though 
he was continuing to work toward his doctorate, he didn’t 
really know why. At this point, he didn’t really want to be in 
academia, and if not there, then where?

It was a familiar feeling of indecision, but this time instead 
of indulging in the destructive pursuits of the past, he started 
turning to healthier habits, seeking mentorship as he went. 
From Whiting, with whom he’d remained close, and from 
others, particularly those in the Catholic Church, which was 
now increasingly his home.

After finishing his PhD, he came back to Augusta, lived with 
his mother and took a job as a temporary instructor at his alma 
mater so he could contemplate the priesthood. 

Contemplate meaning prepare. Contemplate meaning get 
ready to go.

“The day I got to Augusta, I started the application for the 
priesthood,” he says.

While he prepared, he taught. And while he taught, it 
crossed his mind that he could actually be somebody’s Ray 
Whiting, that he could inspire people — teach people about 
empathy, about love, about leadership — from the classroom, 
just as Whiting had.

“Teaching is my gift,” he says. “I’m not trying to sound 
arrogant, it’s just the only thing I’m good at. It’s the only thing I 
can do naturally.”

But like the awareness that came with those first books he 
read, it was just an understanding — it came and it went. The 
goal now — and it was definitely a goal — was the priesthood, 
and nothing, certainly not a random thought, was going to get 
in the way of that.

And this right here might have been Albert’s happy ending if 
not for the dreams. 

Each night while visiting the seminary — five nights in a 
row — he was visited by dreams of marriage. Not to a specific 
person — he’d stopped dating a while back and had lived a 

Ray Whiting and Craig Albert
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relatively monastic life for quite a while — but of marriage in 
general, which was even more surprising, since he’d never been 
the marrying kind.

It was also disappointing.
“I went back to my spiritual director and told him I thought 

God was trying to tell me something,” he says. “And that hurt, 
because I’m like, man — if God doesn’t want me to serve him, 
what’s my purpose?”

So on the advice of his spiritual director, he took a year off, 
tried dating, got promoted to a permanent lecturer and started 
getting publications. Eventually, a tenure-track position opened 
up, he met the girl who would become his wife and decided 
that being someone’s Ray Whiting was what he wanted to be.

“That’s when things really started to make sense in my mind,” 
he says. “I’m not supposed to be in the CIA. I’m not supposed to 
be a priest. I’m supposed to be in the classroom.”

And Whiting, who as an Episcopal priest knows a thing or 
two about service, agrees 100 percent.

HOME FOR GOOD
“He throws himself into teaching with the same energy he 

would have in the priesthood,” Whiting says. “It’s all a vocation. 
It’s all a calling.”

So while here we’re pretty much at our happy ending, it’s 
not the end of the story — not by a long shot. And that’s a 
good thing, because the story gets so much better. Because 
it’s here — right here — where you start to get that feeling of 
the inevitable.

Albert began the next phase of his professional life where 
it all began — and not just at the university where he found 
himself. The full-time position that opened up? It opened up 
because Whiting decided to move into administration. 

It only gets better. Not only did Albert take Whiting’s job, he 
inhabited his office as well, and while the office is now full of 
the trinkets unique to Albert — the Russian nesting dolls, the 
Walking Dead figures, the pandas and all the other things that 
help him meet his students where they are — the office itself 
feels like a shrine to Whiting. The bookshelves are his, the desk 
is his. The filing cabinets. The stool.

“I’m keeping them for him,” Albert says. “The same with 
the painting.”

The painting, called We Hold These Truths, is different from 
the other stuff. It’s a hard thing for some to look at and even 

harder for others to see. But it stands out, even in such a 
busy office. Juxtaposing images of racial struggle — some 
positive, some brutal — atop a bicentennial flag, it demands 
to be noticed.

It was painted by Whiting’s mother in 1976, and it’s been 
with Whiting since he first came to Augusta, serving as a 
conversation starter for more important discussions than he 
can count.

“I’ve had many wonderful conversations with students about 
it,” says Whiting, who served on the Episcopal Church’s anti-
racism commission. “I’ve had a number of African-American 
students ask about it, and I’ve even had some of them come 
back to Augusta after law school and tell me they wanted to 
buy the painting.”

And now that it’s in Albert’s office, hanging exactly where 
it hung when it was Whiting’s office, it continues to be the 
starting point for important conversations.

“That painting is there to remind us that although we have 
so much potential in this country, we’re not there yet — we 
still have a long way to go,” Albert says. “Maybe we’ll reach 
that post-racial society one day, but we’re still going to be 
discriminating against other people and other identities. So that 
painting reminds us that there are always forgotten individuals, 
oppressed individuals, individuals who are discriminated 
against, and that we can’t give up.”

Ironically, he says, the Trump presidency is serving much the 
same purpose.

“I think Trump is the perfect president for making us have 
tough conversations,” he says. “It’s uncomfortable and it’s tough, 
but we’ve got to have them, because not having them obviously 
didn’t work.”

Though people work hard to avoid it, Albert says discomfort 
is a central element of both education and life.

“You can’t grow without being uncomfortable,” he says. “You 
don’t know how to think about a series of issues if nobody has 
ever challenged you on those issues.”

That, he says, is ultimately the value of a liberal arts 
education, and the reason he never wanted to teach anywhere 
but Augusta University.

“It was never about being a professor anywhere else,” he says. 
“I want to do it here. I want to inspire students here and give 
back to the school that gave me everything.”

His happy ending, it would seem, is just beginning.

Craig Albert teaching Security Studies
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Anthony Zizzamia patrols the Summerville Campus.

CONSTANT GUARDIANS
Campus police protect and serve in ways that aren’t always obvious
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Officer Jason Jackson conducts a security check at the Maxwell Alumni House.
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ABOVE: Officer Ryan 
Moody takes a squad 
car for an early-
morning patrol.

LEFT: To discourage 
parking by the 
railroad tracks and 
then crossing illegally, 
Officer Jeff Davis 
issues a warning.

BELOW: Sergeant 
Jimmy Laird (far right) 
and Officer Victoria 
Yingling respond to a 
medical distress call 
at the Sanders R&E 
Building.

IN APRIL 2017, ADT Security Services 
released its list of safest colleges in the 
United States, and sitting atop the list of 
Georgia colleges was Augusta University.

Though the ranking is an important validation of the hard work 
being done by the Augusta University Police Department, Chief 
Jim Lyon understands that even though numbers don’t lie, they 
don’t always tell the whole story.

“There is actual safety and perceived safety,” he says. “I want 
people to feel like they’re safe on campus, too.” 

Providing that feeling of safety stems in large part from 
the concept of community policing that Lyon brought with 
him when he took over his job in early 2016. Not only are his 
officers, who are all P.O.S.T. (Peace Operations Specialized 
Training) certified, engaging more directly with the community, 
they’ve also received an updated look that extends from the 
vehicles they drive to the uniforms they wear to the patches 
stitched to their sleeves.

“The look of the department is obviously very important, 
because when we walk out the doors and into the community, 
we are a billboard,” Lyon says. “We are a visual reminder of the 
university and what it represents.”

Beyond the look, however, there’s the commitment to meet 
the community where it is, building trust in the department one 
positive encounter at a time. Through specific programs like 

Continued on next page

Story by Eric Johnson
Photo series by Phil Jones
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ABOVE: Officer Joseph 
Easler works the night 
shift at the trauma center.

RIGHT: Sergeant 
Michael Rollins checks 
out suspicious fluids 
underneath a vehicle. 
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Coffee with a Cop, which invites faculty, staff and students to chat with 
officers over a cup of coffee, by increasing the number of foot patrols and 
by getting out and doing things like presenting safety information at new 
employee orientation and conducting active shooter training, Lyon hopes 
the community will begin to see the department as proactive rather than 
reactionary, guardians rather than warriors.

“The Augusta University community needs us to be warriors when the 
situation presents itself,” he says. “But when they’re out there patrolling, 
we want them to be guardians.”

And by adding bike officers, who not only add to the visibility but are 
able to patrol the inner core of campus in ways officers on foot or in cars 
can’t, that feeling of protection is even more thorough.

Whether responding to emergency calls, checking to make sure 
campus doors are locked or providing late-night safety escorts to the 
parking lots, no two days are ever the same, yet the Augusta University 
Police Department is ready to handle whatever comes its way.

ABOVE: Officer 
Lee Peck directs 
school buses as they 
prepare to unload 
elementary school 
students at the 
Maxwell Theatre.

LEFT: Investigator 
Sergeant Chrissy 
Compton (center) 
greets people at 
Coffee with a Cop.
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On Our Way
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Charlotte, Wes and Bella Kisting role-play with a homemade 
Dungeons & Dragons game table, as Optimus Prime looks on.
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DR. WES KISTING understands the concept of transformation well.
After twice paddling hundreds of miles down the Mississippi 

River, he has seen firsthand how a “glorified creek” only 20 to 30 feet 
wide at its source becomes the Mighty Mississippi.

He has also seen his own transformation from high school class 
clown to the first person in his family to ever go to college. He went 
from never taking school too seriously to earning a doctorate in 
English, becoming a college professor and being named the associate 
dean of Pamplin College of Arts.

What most of his students and colleagues probably don’t know, 
however, is that Kisting has a secret life: He uses his creativity and 
passion for challenges to transform ideas into reality.

His latest project is a 6-foot-1-inch Optimus Prime, the face of 
the Transformers franchise. The robot, which he built for last year’s 
Halloween, actually turns into a child-sized wagon that Kisting used 
to pull his daughters (and other kids) around.

How he built it? He’s still not sure.
He never had a fully sketched plan.
“This one was a really pleasant surprise because the engineering 

was fairly complex, and I did it entirely in my head as I went along,” 
he said. “When I step back and think about it, it makes no sense to me 
that somehow the perspective of his upper body and his lower body 
turned out to be as perfectly proportional as it is.”

All Kisting had to create his Transformer were leftover pieces 
from other projects, $200 worth of materials and online images of 
Optimus Prime.

It took him three weeks and more than 80 hours of work.
His daughters loved it.
The Transformer was such a hit at the Halloween trunk or treat at 

his youngest daughter’s school that every child wanted to ride on it.
“And frankly, every dad, too,” Kisting said. “What I love about this 

project in particular is that it brings out that kid side in everybody — 
kids and adults alike.” 

 He also loves the feeling of transforming an idea into reality.
“I’ve beat away at this every way I can. I’ve been mad. I’ve been 

frustrated. I’ve hit walls. I’ve failed myself,” he said. “But then I’ve 
come back, and I’ve wrangled it back into a shape that I feel better 
about. … When the project finally matches the vision I set out to 
create, I get tremendous satisfaction and then I’m at peace with it.”

And Kisting knows that his passion for transformation will 
inevitably lead him to an even more complex project.

“Each time is just a little more ambitious,” he said.

WES KISTING
DAY JOB: Associate Dean, Pamplin College
SECRET LIFE: Transformer builder 

[ SECRET LIVES ]

ON THE WEB Visit magazines.augusta.edu to read more 
about Kisting and his creations.
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PRESIDENT'S GALA
This year’s President’s Gala 
celebrated Augusta University’s 
athletics program and our 
exceptional student-athletes. 
Thanks to the generosity of the 
community and supporters of AU, 
this year’s event raised more than 
$500,000.

TUNA
Musicians from Tuna Universitaria 
de Salamanca paid a visit to the D. 
Douglas Barnard Jr. Amphitheatre 
on Oct. 5 to serenade AU students, 
staff and faculty with traditional 
Spanish songs. 

CAMPUS BLOOMS
Among the many landscaping 
blooms, coneflowers brightened 
up the Health Sciences Campus 
during the summer.
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NOON ARTS
Noon Arts concerts showcased 
the hidden arts talents of students 
and employees during lunchtime 
performances in Lee Auditorium. 
Acts included MCG's acapella 
singers The SeroTONEins.

DAY OF SERVICE
Faculty, staff and students gave 
back to the local community by 
painting, cleaning, landscaping and 
more during the annual Day of 
Service in November. 

MID-AUTUMN FESTIVAL
The Confucius Institute celebrated 
Chinese culture during the 
Chinese Mid-Autumn Festival and 
Confucius Institute Day event, 
which took place Oct. 2 in the 
Jaguar Student Activities Center 
Ballroom.
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1940s 
Dr. Irving Victor (MD ’45) received the 
second-ever Eminent Alumni Award from 
Armstrong State University in 2017. He was 
recognized for his service to Armstrong, to 
his profession and to the community.

1960s
Dr. John House (MD ’67) published a novel, 
Rancor. 

Dr. William B. "Butch" 
Mulherin (MD ’61) is the 
2017 Bill Hartman Award 
recipient at the University of 
Georgia.

1970s
Dr. Wayne Lord (BA ’72) 
received the Tenenbaum Award 
from the School Leadership Executive 
Institute sponsored by the South Carolina 
Department of Education. 

Dr. Irving Pike (MD ’78) was elected by the 
membership as the 2017-18 president of 
the American College of Gastroenterology 
(ACG), a national medical organization 
representing more than 14,000 clinical 
gastroenterologists and other specialists in 
digestive diseases. Dr. Pike officially took his 

position as president during the college’s 
Annual Scientific Meeting at the World 
Congress of Gastroenterology.

1980s
Dr. Richard K. Fisher Jr. (MD ’80) earned 
Certificates of Excellence through the 
American Osteopathic Association, and 
Physician Recognition Awards with 

Commendation through the American 
Medical Association. 

Dr. Mark Hanly (MFRI ’88) 
was keynote speaker at the 
white coat ceremony for 
Mercer University's School of 
Medicine.

Dr. Steven Kitchen (MD ’85) 
was appointed to the Georgia 

Board for Physician Workforce by 
Gov. Deal.

Dr. James Kenneth Smith Jr. (MD ’85) 
joined WellStar Medical Group as a 
rheumatologist at the New WellStar Vinings 
Health Park in Smyrna, Georgia.

Dr. Sidney Smith (MD ’87) published an 
article, “Risk Avoidance via the 'Safety 
Halo Effect,’” in the Physicians Insurance 
Association of America magazine.

FROM THE PRESIDENT

[ CLASS NOTES ]

Brooks A. Keel (BS ’78, PhD ’82)

TO MY FELLOW ALUMS:
If it’s been a while since you’ve been to 

Augusta, it’s an excellent time for a visit. 
What’s going on at your alma mater and its 
home city is truly historic. We are a city, a 
university and a health system on the move.

First, there’s the cyber tsunami heading 
our way. Under Gov. Deal’s visionary 
leadership, Georgia has invested $95 
million for two buildings currently under 
construction on our Riverfront Campus 
to comprise the Hull McKnight Georgia 
Cyber Center for Innovation and Training. 
The Georgia Technology Authority is 
overseeing construction and operation of 
the 332,000-square-foot center, the first 
phase of which opens in July. 

AU has launched the School of Computer 

and Cyber Sciences and is adding programs 
across our colleges, such as Pamplin’s new 
Master of Arts in Intelligence and Security, 
to offer students a peerless education in 
these fields. 

Gov. Deal’s proposed budget includes 
$50 million in bonds to construct a new 
home for the College of Science and 
Mathematics on our Health Sciences 
Campus, allowing expansion of our other 
colleges on Summerville while placing math 
and science undergraduates at the center of 
state-of-the-art research and lab facilities.

Construction is nearing completion on 
the $62.5 million expansion of our cancer 
research facility, adding 72,000 square feet 
of new construction and approximately 
6,000 square feet of renovated space to 
become the Georgia Cancer Center M. 
Bert Storey Research Building. A generous 

$1 million gift to the cancer center from 
Augusta businessman and philanthropist 
Peter Knox will help support the new 
director .

And that’s only on our campuses. We’re 
launching an expansion of our health 
system ambulatory care facilities around 
the region and planning for construction 
of a hospital in Columbia County. Ft. 
Gordon’s footprint is expanding as its cyber 
mission continues to grow. The City of 
Augusta is building a $12 million parking 
deck for the training center and gearing up 
to welcome and accommodate an influx of 
newcomers.

As alumni of our university, you are 
integral to the journey that has brought us 
to these exciting times. We hope to see you 
at Alumni Weekend, Apr. 27-29, so we can 
show you firsthand.

1990s
Dr. Darrell Brann (PhD ’90) is the inaugural 
Virendra Mahesh, Ph.D., D.Phil. Distinguished 
Chair in Neuroscience at Augusta University.

Patricia Coopersmith (MBA ’95) is associate 
vice president and deputy director of the 
University of Maryland University College 
(UMUC) Europe in Kaiserslautern, Germany.

Dr. J. Dwayne Hooks Jr. (BSN ’90, MN ’02) 
is the new assistant dean for community 
partnerships at Augusta University's College 
of Nursing.

Dr. Douglas Lundy (MD ’93) was elected 
president of the American Board of 
Orthopaedic Surgery.

Dr. Mitzi Morris (DMD ’93) is the 2017  
Top Patient Rated Roswell Dentist by Find 
Local Doctors.

Dr. Erick V. Pagan (DMD ’91) was selected 
to author a book on cosmetic dentistry, titled 
The Million Dollar Smile: Changing Lives with 
Cosmetic Dentistry.

UPDATE YOUR 

ADDRESS.

EMAIL US AT

ALUMNI@AUGUSTA.EDU

Continued on next page
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1945
FLASHBACKS

BILLBOARD MAGAZINE’S 
TOP TUNE

“Rum and Coca-Cola”
(The Andrews Sisters)

 
OSCAR-WINNING FILM 

Going My Way

ON CAMPUS
Dr. William F. Hamilton invents the 

Hamilton manometer, which reflects 
light off a mirror onto photosensitive 

paper and helps pave the way for 
electrocardiogram technological 

advancement. In later years, the Hamilton 
Wing of the Research & Education 

Building was named after him.

The first two School of Nursing 
graduates receive Bachelor of Science in 

Nursing Education degrees.

IN THE NEWS
Franklin D. Roosevelt swears in for 
his fourth term as President of the 

United States, the only president ever 
to exceed two terms. Later that year, 

Roosevelt suddenly dies at Warm Springs, 
making Vice President Harry S. Truman 

the 33rd U.S. President.

Brig. Gen. Ronald T. Stephens (MD ’90) 
received the National Defense University’s 
Certificate of Appreciation, adding to 
previous recognition, including the Legion 
of Merit, the Bronze Star Medal, the Defense 
Meritorious Service Medal and the Army 
Commendation Medal. He has earned the 
Expert Field Medical Badge, the Parachutist 
Badge, the Air Assault Badge and the Airborne 
wings of the French and German armies. 

2000s
Tiffany Chrisman (BFA ’00), 
was recently presented with the 
WJBF Golden Apple Award. 

Dr. Amy G. David (DMD 
’09) was highlighted in the 
publication Leading Physicians 
of the World.

Dr. Wesley Davis (MD ’05) is 
division chief of pediatric cardiology 
at the Children's Hospital at Erlanger in 
Chattanooga, Tennessee.

Brigitte Holmes (BA ’02) was one of 
five finalists for Teacher of the Year in 
the Richmond County School System in 
Augusta, Georgia.

Dr. Jonathon Wetherington (PhD ’03) is the 
inaugural principal of Paul Duke STEM High 
School in Norcross, Georgia.

Tosha L. Wilson-Davis (BA ’04) is chair of 
the Georgia Military College Online Campus 
Justice Studies Department and a full-time 
criminal justice assistant professor.

2010s
Dr. Brad Andersen (DMD ’16) joined the 
Martin Dentistry practice in Kingsport, 
Tennessee. 

Dr. Alex Caten (MD ’14) joined Sierra Nevada 
Ear, Nose & Throat, which has offices in 
Carson City, Gardnerville and Fallon.

Dr. Abigail Cline (MD ’17) won the 2017 
essay competition sponsored by the Albert 
and Mary Lasker Foundation.

Dr. Alicia Daniels (MD ’14) joined the CHI 
Memorial Medical Group in Chattanooga, 
Tennessee.

Dr. Trey Dyer III (MD ’14) joined the CHI 
Memorial Medical Group in Chattanooga, 
Tennessee.

Dr. Kathryn Echols (MD ’12) joined the 
Heart of the Rockies Regional Medical 
Center in Salida, Colorado. 

Dr. Jason Hobbs (DMD ’16) and Dr. Jennifer 
Humm (DMD ’17) opened Dental Associates 
of Grovetown, Georgia, in November.

Dr. Brooks Ficke (MD ’11) joined 
the practice of Resurgens 

Orthopaedics in Roswell, 
Georgia. 

John Goldberg (BEd ’17) was 
awarded the New Teacher 

Assistance Grant from 
Georgia Power. 

Dr. Aksana Marshall (DMD ’10) 
joined the Pediatric Dental Center of 

Georgia in Tifton, Georgia.

Martha Messick (EdS ’13) is principal of the 
new Aiken Scholars Academy, which will 
open at USC Aiken next fall to Aiken County 
Public School District students. 

Dr. Julien Norton (MD ’12) joined the team 
at Charleston Ear, Nose, Throat & Allergy in 
Charleston, South Carolina.

Meagan Philip (MS ’13) was featured on 
WJBF News Channel 6 to share her expertise 
on the warning signs of suicide. 

Dr. Ashton Rountree (MFRI ’17) joined the 
practice of Germain Dermatology of Mount 
Pleasant, South Carolina. 

Dr. Shavonda Thomas (MD ’12) joined 
Erlanger Southside Community Health 
Center in Chattanooga, Tennessee.

Taylor Thompson (BS ’17, BAFL ’17, MAT 
’17) was awarded the New Teacher Assistance 
Grant from Georgia Power. 

Mindy Wadley (BA ’14) joined the morning 
news team at CBS47 Fox30 Action News Jax 
in Jacksonville, Florida. She produces the  
6 a.m. hour of news.

[ CLASS NOTES ]

SHARE YOUR NEWS.

EMAIL US AT

ALUMNI@AUGUSTA.EDU

We can't share 
your news 

unless you share 
your news. 

Tell us what 
you've been up to 

at alumni@augusta.edu
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IN MEMORIAM

Allan Aldridge 
(BBA ’70)

George Batayias 
(MD ’60)

John Bigger 
(MD ’60)

Faith Brown 
(MS ’55)

Yvonne Brown 
(BA ’94)

Perry Busbee 
(MD ’51)

Caren Chaknis 
(MD ’92)

Thomas Cochran 
(MD ’71)

Sheldon Cohen 
(MD ’51)

Pamela Collier 
(MSN ’92)

Leonard Cotts 
(MD ’56)

Jane Dye 
(BA ’89)

John Ezzard 
(MD ’61)

Michael Garrett 
(MD ’91)

Hugh Gibson 
(MD ’61)

Janet Golden 
(MT ’77)

K. Allen Harper 
(MD ’63)

Mavis Harrison
(BS ’81)

Milton Johnson 
(MD ’60)

Tommy Jordan 
(MD ’70)

Jack Lawler 
(MD ’61)

Marianne Lennard 
(MT ’69)

Gary Lewis 
(DMD ’77)

A. David Luckey 
(DMD ’75)

Judith McAlister 
(BSN ’68)

Elma McFall
(BSN ’76)

James Menger 
(BFA ’09)

Roger Millwood 
(MD ’78)

Douglas Mitchell 
(MPMT ’98)

Darrell Murray 
(MD ’58)

Dearing Nash 
(MD ’51)

Ronald Owens 
(DMD ’87)

Franklin Payne 
(AA ’74)

Barbara Powell 
(MD ’62)

Janet Reichard 
(BA ’77)

Thomas Shelton 
(DMD ’94)

Daniel Spears 
(DMD ’81)

William Stevens 
(AA ’43)

Thomas Sturkie 
(MD ’58)

Marian Unger 
(BA ’68)

Marcella Wood 
(MD ’53)

John Yarbrough 
(MD ’84)

[ CLASS NOTES ]
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[ HISTORY & HERITAGE ]
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Until 1996, the MCG Organ and Tissue Donor Program was housed in the Transplant Center. It served 
78 hospitals in eastern and southern Georgia, and Aiken and Edgefield counties in South Carolina. Here, 
Mary Anne House (now Park) recovers a heart in the early 1980s.
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When officials cut the ribbon for the 14,000-square-foot 
Carlos and Marguerite Mason Solid Organ Transplant 
Center on Apr. 27, 2017, among the distinguished guests 

was Dr. Arthur Humphries, who performed the Medical College of 
Georgia’s first kidney transplant on Aug. 28, 1968.

Augusta University Health and the Medical College of Georgia will 
be celebrating the 50th anniversary of its organ transplant program in 
2018, and its legacy is undeniable: over 2,500 transplants, a significant 
number of new physicians trained and the increased knowledge that 
comes from such a vigorous commitment to patient care.

Fifty years ago, however, it was all uncharted territory. Prior 
to 1968, kidney transplants were only conducted at a few of the 
large, pioneering hospitals because the procedures were considered 
investigational. But when Medicare began to cover transplants in the 
late 1960s, transplant programs started to launch across the country, 
including in Augusta.

Despite this new attention, kidney transplants were anything but 
routine, and when Wayne Mitchell gave his brother Larry one of his 
kidneys in that first seven-hour operation performed by Humphries, it 
was a historic — and dangerous — sacrifice.

According to The Augusta Chronicle report the next day, Mitchell told 
his wife, “Now I’ll have one good kidney, and my brother will have one.”

Larry Timms, the fourth patient to receive a kidney transplant at 
Augusta and the program’s longest-surviving transplant patient, was 
able to join Humphries at the new transplant center’s opening. He was 
also at the transplant center’s 40th anniversary celebration, where he 
spoke about the care he received, particularly from Humphries.

“He was so concerned about me, and the transplant program was so 
new,” he said. “He would sleep in my room many nights, just to keep an 
eye on me.”

Timms was just 18 years old when he received a kidney from his 
sister, Sherry. Forty years later, Timms joked that the kidney had been 
in his body longer than it had been in hers.

Humphries would go on to perform more than 500 kidney 
transplants before retiring in 1997. 

“I’m very proud to have helped so many,” he said.
The new $4.1 million multidisciplinary center is located on 

the third floor of Professional Building 1 on the Health Sciences 
Campus, adjacent to the medical center where the first transplant 
was performed. The state-of-the-art space doubles the capacity for 
transplant evaluations and ongoing care and includes an infusion room, 
a medication assistance program and an education library. 

Continuing the long tradition as a leader in transplant care, the 
center is Georgia’s only transplant center outside of Atlanta and offers 
novel approaches to kidney transplants, including paired, altruistic and 
chain donations. It has twice been named a national Kidney Transplant 
Center of Excellence.

A LEGACY 
TRANSPLANTED
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treatment and wondered if there was a way 
she could help other families with a child 
facing cancer.

Then one day, she saw an article about an 
extraordinary gift that had just been made 
to the Georgia Cancer Center at Augusta 
University. She read that the donors were 
contributing to research and treatment of 
pediatric cancer — the leading cause of disease 
death in American children. 

“Here it is,” she thought, “the very thing 
that I have been wanting to do to make a 
difference.” It seemed especially fitting, since 
Elizabeth and Dudley had met while both 
worked at Augusta College. 

Elizabeth chose to make a generous gift to 
the Georgia Cancer Center in memory  
of Wellons. 

Today, Elizabeth’s home is filled with 
pictures of Wellons, surrounded by family and 
friends, reflecting a young woman who was 
well loved and self-assured. Elizabeth smiles 
when she recounts the amount of life that 
Wellons packed into her 17 short years. 

It’s taken her a long time to speak about 
the unthinkable to others, but now that she 
has found her long-sought way to make a 
difference, she finds she is able to share her 
daughter’s story more freely. 

At the heart of her gift, she says, is one 
simple wish: “I don’t think any mother or 
father should have to see their child die.”

To join Elizabeth in supporting pediatric 
cancer research, please visit augusta.edu/giving/
wellonsstory.

 

THE WORDS no parent wants to hear were 
spoken more than 30 years ago: “Your child 
has cancer.” 

For the next several years, Elizabeth 
and Dudley Jervey focused solely on the 
fight for their daughter’s life. It was almost 
inconceivable that their smart, beautiful, 
accomplished and fiercely independent 
teenager — their only child — had been 
stricken.

Named after her paternal grandmother, 
Margaret Wellons was a force of nature. She 
loved playing piano, fishing and cheerleading 
and was active in her church. She also loved 
her horse, Jigsaw. Life was good.

But Wellons started to feel tired. She found 
she could no longer keep up the busy pace of 
her teenage life. Concerned, her parents took 
her to the doctor.

The brutal diagnosis was non-Hodgkin 
lymphoma.

At that time, the late 1980s, finding 
treatment was a struggle. “There wasn’t 
anything anywhere really,” Elizabeth recalls. 
They spent a few years making the long trek 
to Columbia, South Carolina, and eventually 
ended up at Johns Hopkins, even farther from 
home, where Wellons underwent treatment 
that included a bone marrow transplant.

After returning to the family’s home in 
Greenwood, South Carolina, Wellons would 
drive herself to the local hospital for her blood 
work. “She was tough,” Elizabeth says with 
still-evident pride. Her daughter faced her 
disease with grace and strength and focused 
on living life to the fullest.

But despite everything, the disease ultimately 
took her young life. Wellons died in 1990, less 
than three weeks after her 17th birthday.

As any parent who has lost a child knows, 
even 30 years cannot erase the heartbreak. It is 
said that her father, Dudley, never recovered; 
his heart began to fail, and Elizabeth believes 
he ultimately died of a broken heart. 

Over the years, Elizabeth often thought of 
the struggle her family went through to find 

WELLONS' 
STORY

[ VALUE ADDED ]
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Join Augusta University’s President Brooks Keel 
and First Lady Tammie Schalue 

for a cookout during Alumni Weekend.
Alumni, families and students are invited to enjoy 

this old-fashioned cookout with plenty of good food,
 a live band and children’s activities. 

Visit us online at augusta.edu/alumniweekend to register for this free 
Alumni Weekend event and to keep up with the latest news.

President’s Cookout
APRIL 28, 2018

Make sure to save time for a tour of the 
J. Harold Harrison, M.D. Education Commons, 
Dental College of Georgia and the new 
student housing buildings. 
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[ IN THE FIELD ]

Latavia Howard (left) and Lois Gulley (right) are nurse managers 
at East Regional Health Care.

Photo by Phil Jones



R ecognizing the wide-ranging implications of health care 
provider shortages, in 2007 the College of Nursing (CON) 
partnered with the Georgia Department of Behavioral 

Health and Developmental Disabilities and the Augusta University 
Department of Psychiatry to address the staffing shortage at East 
Central Regional Hospital (ECRH). This two-campus state hospital 
provides health care to vulnerable people with intellectual and 
developmental disabilities and people who experience severe and 
persistent mental illness.  

Under Dean Lucy Marion’s leadership, the CON entered the 
partnership to hire and support ECRH’s nursing staff, including 
nurse practitioners, registered nurses and patient care technicians. 
More nurses and administrative leadership means more time can be 
devoted to the patient population, ensuring the patients are receiving 
optimal care. That’s particularly important considering ECRH’s entire 
population has a mental illness or intellectual disability. 

Hiring nurses also creates a more balanced workload, which keeps 
them from feeling burned out. 

The relationship between the college and the hospital goes beyond 
simply adding to the nursing workforce. In 2016, the CON conducted 
a needs assessment to help determine how many nurses were actually 
needed to operate the hospital. In addition, the CON provides the 
necessary resources to make sure nurses are properly prepared.

“We have elevated the quality of care,” said Tracy Brickey, manager 
for the Center for Strategic Initiatives. “We are able to bring 
experience and expertise. Although a nurse may be new, he or she has 
the College of Nursing to draw from.”

The addition of these well-educated nurses has had a significant 
impact on daily operations at ECRH. By being able to provide 
more individualized attention, educating nurses and implementing 
procedural changes such as adjusting the physical environment, ECRH 
has seen a decrease in falls and aggressive incidents.

“We’re enhancing not only the Department of Nursing’s 
infrastructure, but the organization as a whole,” Brickey said.

Future efforts include impacting the culture by increasing employee 
engagement and educating on the resources that are available to help 
patients recover and transition back into the community. 

“We want to create the guiding principles for caring for people with 
severe and persistent mental illness — a place where clinicians will 
want to come learn how to care for these people,” said Dr. J. Dwayne 
Hooks, assistant dean for community partnerships.

Since its formation 75 years ago, the CON has provided quality 
nursing education and helped prepare students to confidently enter 
the nursing profession, including interprofessional educational and 
research opportunities at ECRH. The college celebrated this legacy at 
its Diamond Jubilee Gala on Mar. 3.

ELEVATING THE 
QUALITY OF CARE

ON THE WEB Visit magazines.augusta.edu to read more about 
the CON at ERCH.
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Lara Way runs along the Augusta Canal.
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